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Mechanochemical Kinetics of Transcription Elongation
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The mechanochemical kinetics of transcription elongation was examined with a combination of
theoretical and experimental approaches. The predictive power of a sequence-dependent thermal ratchet
model for transcription elongation was tested by establishing model parameters based solely on
measurements under chemical perturbations and then directly predicting responses under mechanical
perturbations without additional model parameters. Agreement between predicted and measured forcevelocity curves provides strong support for a simple mechanochemical coupling mechanism.
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RNA polymerase (RNAP) is the key enzyme involved in
transcription, an essential process in gene expression and
its regulation. During transcription, RNAP moves processively along a DNA template, incorporating nucleotides
into the 30 end of the nascent transcript RNA. From a
mechanical point of view, RNAP functions as a molecular
motor, utilizing chemical catalysis to forward translocate
along the DNA (for a review, see [1]). One of the most
fundamental questions regarding mechanisms of transcription is how RNAP couples chemical catalysis to mechanical translocations during transcription elongation.
The mechanochemical coupling of transcription elongation by E. coli RNAP has been modeled with distinct
reaction pathways [2 –10], which differ in complexity as
manifested in the number of translocation states, the
number of nucleotide binding sites, etc. Given that each
model has been shown to yield reasonable fits to some data
from biochemical or single molecule measurements, a
central question remains as to how to evaluate these
models. This evaluation should not rely on the quality of
the fits, since it is well known that a model with a sufficiently large number of parameters can fit almost any
set of data. A more stringent test of a model would be based
on its predictive power. That is, once model parameters
are determined under a set of conditions, the quality of a
model could then be assessed by its ability to correctly
predict the outcome of new measurements under compatible conditions but far from those used to tune the model
parameters.
Elongation kinetics is governed by DNA sequence, NTP
incorporation chemistry, and external load applied to
RNAP. Previously, we formulated a sequence-dependent
thermal ratchet model for E. coli RNAP elongation [7].
This initial formulation focused on the sequencedependent kinetics while simplifying the NTP incorporation chemistry and without consideration of external load.
To extend and test the predictive power of our previous
model, we first established NTP-specific model parameters
based on experimental measurements in response to
chemical perturbations. Then this model, without any additional parameters, was used to predict how transcription
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would respond to mechanical perturbations. Thus, these
direct predictions served as straightforward tests of the
model and, specifically, the mechanochemical coupling
mechanism on which the model is based.
Experimental data presented here were all acquired
from single molecule measurements using an optical trap
as previously described [11,12]. RNAP template position
was monitored in real time and was used to indicate the
length of the RNA transcript. The instantaneous velocity
distribution was accumulated by giving equal weight to
velocity at each template position [12]. Obviously, both
the main (essential) and the branched reaction pathways
contribute to the measured velocity. However, branched
reactions often lead to transcription pauses [13–15], which
had a low probability of occurrence (typically <1 pause
per 100 bp) under all of our experimental conditions. Thus,
this method of velocity determination reflects primarily the
kinetics of the main reaction pathway.
We probed elongation velocity responses to chemical
perturbations by varying the template composition and
concentration of the nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs)
[16]. In Figs. 1 and 2, we present experimental evidence
to show that kinetic properties of the NTP incorporation
reaction are NTP-type-specific.
In the first experiment, four sets of data were acquired on
four different DNA templates, each with a segment lacking
one nucleotide (i.e., an N-less cassette) while containing a
random sequence of the remaining three nucleotides [17].
Each N-less cassette was joined to the same upstream DNA
template containing all four nucleotides [17]. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), the elongation velocities were clearly dependent
on the N-less cassette type, with the A-less cassette trailing
and the U-less cassette leading, indicating that ATP (UTP)
catalyzed faster (slower) than the other three nucleotides.
Importantly, the velocities on the template upstream from
the N-less cassettes at 1 mM NTPs were highly consistent
among all four templates [Fig. 1(b)], indicating that the
differences in the N-less cassette velocities were not due to
possible velocity heterogeneity in RNAP molecules
[18,19]. These results clearly show that the catalytic rate
is NTP-specific.
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FIG. 2. Elongation velocities at varied A, U, G, and C concentrations, respectively, while maintaining the others at 1 mM.
The template contained all four nucleotides. Each data point
corresponds to an average of 15 traces from transcription over
at least a 400-bp range. The smooth curves are the corresponding
fits using the model.
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FIG. 1 (color). Elongation velocities on templates containing
N-less cassettes. (a) Examples of single molecule traces of
RNAP template position (relative to the promoter) vs time on
a template containing a U-less cassette at two different NTP concentrations. The U-less cassette (287 bp) was located immediately before the runoff end. As expected, reduced UTP concentration slowed RNAP down on the upstream sequence but not on
the U-less cassette. (b) Distributions of instantaneous velocities
on all four N-less cassettes (top panel) and the corresponding upstream of the cassettes (bottom panel) at 1 mM NTPs. For each
template, an instantaneous velocity histogram was generated
from 30 single molecule traces. The means and the standard
errors of the means (in nt=s) are 16:6  0:3 (A-less), 20:7  0:3
(C-less), 23:5  0:4 (G-less), 24:2  0:5 (U-less), and 20:6  0:3
(upstream sequence). For clarity, shown are Gaussian fits to histograms. For the A-less cassette, the original histogram is also
shown.

In the second experiment, elongation velocity on a DNA
template containing all four nucleotides was measured as
the concentration of one of the four NTPs was varied while
maintaining the others at 1 mM. This type of experiment
was performed for each NTP, resulting in four different sets
of data. As expected, the velocity increased with higher
[NTP] and approached the same plateau at high [NTP].
However, the exact velocity dependence on the varied
[NTP] differed for each NTP. For example, when [CTP]

as opposed to [UTP] was varied, the velocity approached a
plateau at a much lower concentration. This indicates that
the NTP affinity to the active site is also NTP-specific.
We therefore incorporated NTP-specific kinetic parameters into our sequence-dependent elongation model [7].
Briefly, the main reaction pathway is considered as a
three-step reaction that includes RNAP translocation,
NTP binding, and chemical catalysis resulting in RNA
chain elongation by one nucleotide and release of pyrophosphate (PPi ). Both translocation and NTP binding steps
are assumed to follow rapid equilibrium [2,5,7,20]:

where n; pre and n; post represent a transcription complex with a transcript size of n nucleotides in the pre- and
post-translocation modes, respectively, KdNTP is the equilibrium dissociation constant for type-specific NTP binding, and kNTP
max is the rate of chemical catalysis for that NTP.
The equilibrium constant for translocations between
n; pre and n; post is determined solely by their state
energies Gn;pre and Gn;post , respectively: Ki n 
expGn;post  Gn;pre =kB T, where kB T is the thermal energy. It is important to note that the free energies are
not fit parameters. At each n of a given DNA sequence,
they were calculated based on the base pairing energies of
the DNA bubble and the DNA-RNA hybrid [7,21,22]. The
resulting Gn;post  Gn;pre varies significantly with
sequence.
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TABLE I.

The overall rate of the three-step reaction in Eq. (1) can
be expressed with Michaelis-Menton kinetics [2]:
kNTP NTP
kmain n  NTP max
:
Kd f1 Ki ng NTP

(2)

The apparent NTP dissociation constant at a given temNTP
KdNTP f1 Ki ng is strongly
plate location Kd;apparent
sequence-dependent, consistent with previous findings
[23].
NTP
To determine the eight model parameters fkNTP
max ; Kd g, a
global fit of Eq. (2) was performed to data shown in
Figs. 1(b) and 2 [16,17]. The data were well fit by the
model, and the resulting model parameters from the fit are
NTP differed sigsummarized in Table I. Both kNTP
max and Kd
nificantly among the four NTPs. Previous bulk experiments
NTP
is NTP-specific [5,20,23]; howalso show that Kd;apparent
ever, there have been no comprehensive measurements of
NTP
kNTP
for all NTP types. Accurate measurements
max and Kd

KdNTP f1

1
kNTP
max (s )
NTP
Kd (M)

NTP-specific parameters.

ATP

UTP

GTP

CTP

50  6
38  7

18  1
24  4

36  5
62  18

33  6
74

of their values using conventional biochemical approaches
have been challenging due to the difficulties in separating
active elongation from pausing, separating NTP-specific
KdNTP effects from NTP-specific kNTP
max contributions, and
dealing with the highly sequence-specific nature of the
NTP
. Note that the data presented in Figs. 1 and 2
Kd;apparent
reflect NTP-specific kinetics irrespective of any model.
A simple addition to Eq. (2) will allow it to take into
account the effect of a mechanical perturbation on transcription velocity. The application of an external force F on
an elongating RNAP tilts the energy landscape between the
pre- and post-translocation states and, therefore, alters the
elongation velocity:

kNTP
max NTP
expGn;post  Gn;pre  FdF=kB Tg

where dF is extension of 1 bp of DNA at a given force
[24] and is 0:34 nm. In this notation, a positive (negative)
force assists (resists) elongation, and the effect of force on
NTP
velocity depends on [NTP]. Given the kNTP
max and Kd
values in Table I, the effect of force on transcription
velocity can be directly predicted without any additional
parameters.
To test the predictive ability of Eq. (3), RNAP velocity
was measured under a series of constant forces [11] ranging from 10 to 10 pN under two different NTP concentrations. The resulting measured force-velocity
relations are shown in Fig. 3. Even at 1 mM NTPs, the
force-velocity relation shows that there was a statistically
significant dependence of velocity on force. This trend is
consistent with recent single molecule studies on E. coli
RNAP [10]. The apparent difference between our results
and other previous force-velocity measurements [18,25] is
due to different methods of data analysis [17]. The predicted force-velocity relations show good agreement with
measurements under both NTP concentrations.
Our model naturally predicts sequence-dependent forcevelocity relations. This is demonstrated by a comparison of
predicted dwell times at a 20-bp sequence surrounding the
tR2 pause sequence with previously measured values
[12]. Using the kinetic parameters listed in Table I, the
predicted dwell time distributions under both 4 and
15 pN forces agree well with the corresponding measurements (see Fig. 4).
It is important to note that no other models to date could
make such direct force-velocity predictions with model
parameters determined solely based on data from chemical
perturbations. The ability of this model to do so relied on

NTP

(3)

;

the fact that the G Gn;post  Gn;pre values
could be directly computed for a given DNA sequence
and, therefore, were not fitting parameters that needed to
be determined based on force-velocity relations. For example, on the pRL574 template, G has a wide distribution of 1:6  1:8kB T. The overall positive difference
was primarily a result of the loss of one base pairing in the
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FIG. 3. Force-velocity measurements of transcription elongation and comparison with model predictions. Elongation velocity
was measured under various forces at 1 mM all NTPs (black) or
200 M UTP (arbitrarily chosen) with 1 mM A/C/GTP (gray).
Each measured relation (dots with error bars) is compared with a
prediction (smooth curve).
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FIG. 4. Experimental (dots with error bars) [12] and predicted
(smooth curves) probability density functions of the total dwell
times at a 20-bp sequence surrounding the tR2 pause sequence
under 4 (gray) and 15 pN (black).

DNA-RNA hybrid in the post-translocation state compared
with the pretranslocation state. Estimates of G based on
fit parameters from a recent study [10] yield values
(0:4–2:0kB T) comparable to those above. Interestingly,
studies on T7 RNAP proposed that the post-translocation
state is either more stable than the pretranslocation state
(G  1:6kB T) [9] or they have similar energies
(G  0) [26]. These differences with our value might
be due to different types of RNAP. It would be interesting
to see whether our current model could be adapted to other
RNAPs.
In this work, the mechanical measurements have provided a stringent test of the mechanochemical coupling of
transcription elongation in our model, which is based on a
simple thermal ratchet mechanism. Compared with some
other models of transcription elongation [5,10,27], this
model does not invoke additional NTP binding sites at
different translocation states, allosteric NTP binding sites,
active/inactive conformational states, etc. The successful
predictions of the sequence- [7] and force-dependent kinetics lend strong support to this simple mechanochemical
coupling mechanism: In the main reaction pathway, the
RNAP rapidly translocates between the pre- and posttranslocation states under thermal activation, and on average the RNAP is more likely to be in the pretranslocation
state. The binding of NTP stabilizes the post-translocation
state, and subsequent NTP incorporation biases the polymerase forward by one base pair, with the binding and
incorporation kinetics dependent on the NTP type.
Therefore, our work supports a loose-coupling mechanism
between chemical catalysis and mechanical translocations
during transcription elongation.
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